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Table 1. Basic condifions of DNS of turbulent channel
flow ($\Delta y_{c^{+}}$ is the $y$-intenal at the channel center).
number.
Fig. 3Most energetic eigenfunction among the KL
modes. Isosurfaces of $u’\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}+$ the second invariant of
the deformation tensor $\Psi$ are $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}_{0\mathrm{W}\mathrm{L}}$ White, $u^{+}’=0.15j$
blwk $u^{+}.=- 015:\mathrm{m}\mathrm{h},$ $\Psi=0$. $(\mathrm{a})\mathrm{R}\mathrm{q}=110,$ $(\mathrm{b}){\rm Re}_{\mathfrak{k}}=$
$30$.
total turbulent kinefic energy in the channel.
$(\mathrm{a}){\rm Re}_{T}=110,$ $(\mathrm{b}){\rm Re}_{\mathrm{t}}=30$.
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$\tau_{\mathrm{w},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}}$ .
Fig. 7 Plane view of near-wall coherent structules for
${\rm Re}_{T}=300$ (gray, the second invariant of the deforma-
tion tensor $(Q^{+}<- 0.03)$ at $15<y^{+}<30$;black, the sec-
ond invariant of the deformation tensor $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}u^{<2>}(Q^{+}<-$
$0.03))$.
Fig. 10 Time-space integrals of nonlinear interaction
and producfion term of each $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{L}$ subgroup at ${\rm Re}_{T}=110$
and $3W$.
(b) $u^{<2>},$ $(\mathrm{c})u^{<\mathit{3}>}$.
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